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Abstract—Sensor localization is one of the big problems when
building large scale indoor sensor networks because GPS (Global
Positioning System) is unavailable in indoor environments. We
are developing ZigLoc, a sensor localization system using WiFi
APs (access points) as references, which requires no additional
infrastructure [1, 2]. In ZigLoc, a sensor node measures RSS
(received signal strength) of WiFi AP signals using a ZigBee
(IEEE 802.15.4) module. Location of a sensor node is then
estimated using fingerprints collected for a WiFi localization
system. However, ZigLoc exhibits low accuracy due to the RSS
offset derived by ZigBee and WiFi modules. The RSS offset is
mainly caused by the channel bandwidth difference.

In this paper, we present a differential fingerprinting method
to improve localization accuracy. Our key idea is that we focus
on RSS difference between WiFi APs. RSS difference between
APs should be the same when we measure RSS using either
ZigBee or WiFi modules. Differential fingerprinting only relies on
RSS difference in fingerprint similarity calculation. We conducted
experimental evaluations in a practical environment. The experi-
mental evaluations reveal that ZigLoc accuracy was improved by
approximately 26 % using the differential fingerprinting method.

Index Terms—Sensor localization, localization system without
anchor nodes, fingerprinting.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sensor network is gaining its importance due to its low-
cost and low-power features in IoT (Internet of Things). In
sensor networks, sensor location is important information used
for recognizing sensing area, target tracking, and network
building. Large scale indoor sensor network faces the sensor
localization problem; we need to manually localize a huge
number of sensor nodes because GPS (Global Positioning
System) is unavailable in indoor environments.

To address the sensor localization problem, previous studies
have reported sensor localization systems [3–5]. Although
these studies have successfully reduced deployment costs [6–
11] or improved accuracy [12–18], they require user coopera-
tion or anchor nodes whose location is manually measured.

We are developing ZigLoc, an indoor sensor localization
system using WiFi APs as references, which requires no an-
chor deployments [1, 2]. We send specific beacon signals from
multiple WiFi APs. Sensor nodes detect the beacon signals
using cross-technology signal extraction scheme and measure
RSS (received signal strength) of the signals. Location of a
sensor node is then estimated using a fingerprinting method.

We use WiFi fingerprints collected for a WiFi localization
system to localize sensor node without site-survey that collects
fingerprints at everywhere in a localization target area.

However, ZigLoc exhibits low accuracy because of differ-
ence between RSS measured on sensor nodes and on WiFi
modules. The channel bandwidth of ZigBee and WiFi is
different; ZigBee is using 2 MHz band while WiFi is using
22 MHz band. Sensor nodes receive part of WiFi signals
resulting in smaller RSS compared to RSS measured on WiFi
devices. ZigLoc estimates the distance between the sensor
node and WiFi APs longer than the actual distance because of
this RSS offset.

This paper presents a differential fingerprinting method
to reduce the influence of the RSS offset, which improves
localization accuracy. In fingerprinting, location is estimated
by searching for fingerprints similar to RSS derived by a
target device. The differential fingerprinting calculates fin-
gerprint similarity based on RSS difference between APs.
RSS difference between APs should be the same when we
measure RSS using either ZigBee or WiFi modules, which
minimizes the influence of the RSS offset. We conducted
experiments in our university building and confirmed that the
differential fingerprinting improved localization accuracy by
approximately 26 %.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II briefly describes the design of ZigLoc and Section III
presents the design of a differential fingerprinting method. Sec-
tion IV describes the implementation of a sensor localization
system utilizing the differential fingerprinting and conducted
experimental evaluations. Section V shows related works on
indoor sensor localization. Finally, Section VI concludes the
paper.

II. ZIGLOC

A. Overview
Figure 1 depicts an overview of a sensor localization system

ZigLoc. WiFi APs are transmitting periodic beacon signals.
Sensor nodes detect the beacon signals from multiple APs
and measure their RSS (received signal strength), which is
sent to a localization server. The localization server performs
fingerprinting localization [19] with the RSS data to estimate
the location of sensor nodes. We can use WiFi APs already
installed in the environment to minimize deployment costs.
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Fig. 1. Overview of ZigLoc
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Fig. 2. Overview of AP signal detection. (a) A sensor node samples RSS
and (b) converts the RSS samples into channel-usage samples. (c) The sensor
node folds the channel-usage samples on beacon period, and (d) calculates
the sum for each column to get channel-usage sums. Periodic beacon signals
appear in a specific column, resulting in a large channel-usage sum.

The design of ZigLoc is divided into two components: an
AP detector and location estimator utilizing WiFi fingerprints.
Following subsections describe details of the each component.

B. AP Detector
The AP detector detects AP signals on a sensor node based

on periodicity of beacon signals. Figure 2 shows an overview
of AP signal detection. A sensor node periodically samples
RSS in a specific ZigBee channel (Fig. 2a). Note that a
ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4) module on a sensor node has an RSS
measurement function defined in the standard [20]. A sensor
node is capable of WiFi signal detection because both WiFi
and ZigBee are using the same 2.4-GHz band.

The collected RSS samples are converted into channel-usage
samples: 0 for clear and 1 for busy (Fig. 2b). We use a
threshold of �77 dBm for channel-usage determination, which
follows after the default threshold of clear channel assessment
on a CC2420 IEEE 802.15.4 module.

The channel-usage samples are folded on AP beacon period,
resulting in a channel-usage matrix (Fig. 2c). We calculate the
sum for each column in a channel-usage matrix (Fig. 2d). The
sum is named a channel-usage sum.

We can identify AP signals by finding a column whose
channel-usage sum is sufficiently large. AP beacon signals of
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Fig. 3. Basics of ZigLoc fingerprinting localization
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the same interval as the folding period appear in a specific
column. The large channel-usage sum therefore indicates that
there are periodic beacon signals. The RSS samples corre-
sponding to the detected AP signals are averaged to derive
AP-RSS. We apply a simple filter prior to the averaging to
reduce RSS measurement error [21].

C. Location Estimator utilizing WiFi Fingerprints
The location estimator compares a set of AP-RSS measured

on a sensor node with fingerprints in a WiFi fingerprint
database to estimate sensor location. We assume that a WiFi
fingerprint database is constructed prior to sensor deployment.
This assumption is natural because WiFi localization systems
utilizing fingerprinting are becoming prevalent nowadays.

Figure 3 shows the basics of a fingerprinting localization
in ZigLoc. A fingerprint is a vector of AP-RSS. In Fig. 3, a
fingerprint is a vector in a three dimensional space because
the number of APs is three. Let x be a fingerprint derived on
a sensor node. The location estimator finds a WiFi fingerprint
n nearest to x. We repeat this search for k times and calculate
weighted average of the locations of k nearest fingerprints to
estimate sensor location.

D. RSS Offset Problem
In existing fingerprinting localization methods, a localiza-

tion target device and devices for fingerprint collection are
employing the same wireless technology. In ZigLoc, however,
a target device and fingerprint collection are conducted by
devices having different wireless technologies. A target de-
vice, i.e., a sensor node uses ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4) while
fingerprints are collected using WiFi (IEEE 802.11).

The RSS of an identical AP measured on ZigBee and WiFi
modules are different, which degrades localization accuracy.
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Fig. 6. RSS offset between ZigBee and WiFi modules

Figure 4 shows the distribution of RSS difference measured
on a sensor node and WiFi device. The RSS measured on a
sensor node is smaller than that measured on a WiFi device
by �3.15 dB on average.

The RSS difference originates from channel bandwidth
difference between ZigBee and WiFi. Figure 5 illustrates the
channel bandwidth of ZigLoc and WiFi. Bandwidth of ZigBee
is 2 MHz, whereas bandwidth of WiFi is 22 MHz. A sensor
node detects part of a WiFi signal and measures RSS of the
partial WiFi signal. The RSS difference would be constant
because the RSS difference is mainly caused by unchanging
bandwidth difference. Antenna and amplifier gains might be
other sources of the RSS offset.

The constant RSS difference, i.e., RSS offset seems to be
compensated by adding a constant value to measured RSS.
Radio circuit characteristics including antenna and amplifier
gains on sensor nodes are different. Manual calibration is
therefore required at each sensor node to apply the compen-
sation.

III. DIFFERENTIAL FINGERPRINTING

To address the RSS (received signal strength) offset prob-
lem, we develop differential fingerprinting. The key idea of the
differential fingerprinting is to calculate fingerprint similarity
based on RSS difference between APs. Figure 6 illustrates RSS
derived by ZigBee and WiFi modules at the same location.
Grayed boxes in Fig. 6 indicate RSS difference of AP2 and
AP3 compared to the RSS of AP1. We can assume that the
RSS difference between APs measured by ZigBee and WiFi
modules should be the same because bandwidth difference,
which is a main cause of the RSS offset, between ZigBee and
WiFi is unchanging. We utilize the RSS difference to estimate
sensor location, removing the influence of the RSS offset.

Figure 7 shows an overview of differential fingerprinting.
The differential fingerprinting consists of learning and estimat-
ing phases. The learning phase constructs a WiFi fingerprint
database by collecting RSS of WiFi APs in a target area
using a WiFi device. The estimating phase estimates sensor
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Fig. 7. Overview of differential fingerprinting

location by comparing the RSS measured at the location with
the fingerprints. The following subsections describe the each
phase in more detail.

A. Learning Phase
In a learning phase, differential fingerprinting collects fin-

gerprints at everywhere in a target area to construct a WiFi
fingerprint database. A localization target area is divided into
small sub-areas, in each of which we collect RSS of WiFi
APs using a WiFi module. Let S denote a set of sub-areas
and m denote the number of WiFi APs. The fingerprint R

i

in
a sub-area i 2 S is a m-th vector defined as

R

i

= {r
i1, ri2, . . . , rim}, (1)

where r

ij

(j = 1, 2, . . . ,m) is an average RSS of AP
j

in
a sub-area i. We collect fingerprints R

i

at all the sub-areas
i 2 S and store the fingerprints in a database constructing a
WiFi fingerprint database.

B. Estimating phase
In an estimating phase, differential fingerprinting estimates

sensor location based on distance between fingerprints. A
sensor node measures RSS of WiFi APs and calculates a
fingerprint x = {x1, x2, . . . , xm

} in the same manner as in
Eq. (1). Distance between the fingerprint x and the WiFi
fingerprints R

i

in a fingerprint database is calculated using
RSS difference between APs.

We used `

1 norm of RSS difference in distance calculation.
Let � denote a WiFi AP with the minimum RSS in x. The
distance dist(R

i

, x) between the fingerprints x and R

i

is
calculated as follows:

dist(R
i

, x) =
mX

j=1

|(r
ij

� r

i�

)� (x
j

� x

�

)|. (2)

Finally, differential fingerprinting estimates sensor location
using a k-nearest neighbor method. The k-nearest neighbor
method chooses k sub-areas that have fingerprints nearest to
the fingerprint x. Let N

k

denote a set of the selected nearest
neighbor sub-areas. The location P of a target sensor node is
estimated as

P =

P
i2Nk

1
dist(Ri,x)

X

i

P
i2Nk

1
dist(Ri,x)

, (3)
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where X

i

is the coordinates of sub-area i.

IV. EVALUATION

To validate the effectiveness of our differential finger-
printing presented in Section III, we evaluated localization
accuracy. Localization accuracy is popular metrics first used
in [22] and is the 90th percentile of localization error for all
localizations.

A. Implementation
Figure 8 shows equipments used in our implementation. We

used WNDR4300 WiFi APs from Netgear running OpenWrt
and a MICAz sensor node from Crossbow that employs a
CC2420 IEEE 802.15.4 module. A data processing laptop was
MacBook Air running Mac OSX 10.10.5. We implemented a
localization system as a Python program running on the data
processing laptop and used MongoDB database as a fingerprint
database.

Sensor node periodically retrieves RSS samples and send
the RSS samples to the data processing laptop. The data pro-
cessing laptop applies the technique presented in Section II-B
and measures RSS of each APs to estimate sensor location.

B. Experiment Setup
Figure 9 shows an experiment setup. A localization target

area was a 4 ⇥ 9m2 area in our laboratory. Eight APs were
installed on desks in and around the target area.

In a learning phase, we constructed a WiFi fingerprint
database. We measured RSS of AP beacon signals using
a WiFi module on a MacBook Air laptop at 50 reference
locations with 1-meter grid in the target area. At the each
location, RSS samples were collected for 60 seconds and
averaged out to generate a WiFi fingerprint.

In an estimating phase, we collected RSS samples for four
seconds at seven locations using a sensor node and estimated
the sensor location. The RSS collection was repeated for 15
times at the each location. The value of k in a k-nearest
neighbor method was set to 3, which is the same as an existing
localization method presented in [23]. We also measured RSS
using a WiFi device for performance comparison.

In order to show the relative performance, we compared the
performance of following three localization methods:
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Fig. 9. Experiment setup

Fig. 10. Empirical cumulative distribution function of localization errors

1) WiFi fingerprinting: The WiFi fingerprinting estimates
location of a WiFi device using WiFi fingerprints. This
method is widely used in WiFi localization systems and
its performance is a baseline for comparison with other
methods.

2) ZigLoc: ZigLoc is the localization method that we have
reported in [24]. This method compares WiFi AP-RSS
measured on a sensor node with WiFi fingerprints to
estimate sensor location.

3) Differential ZigLoc (proposed): Differential ZigLoc is a
ZigLoc localization method utilizing differential finger-
printing described in Section III. This method compares
WiFi AP-RSS measured on a sensor node with WiFi
fingerprints using differential fingerprinting.

C. Localization Accuracy
Figure 10 shows an ECDF (empirical cumulative distribu-

tion function) of the localization errors. Figure 10 indicates
the following:

1) Localization accuracy of WiFi localization, ZigLoc, and
differential ZigLoc was 2.70, 7.41, and 5.50 meters, re-



Fig. 11. Distribution of localization errors at (3.5, 4.0) in differential ZigLoc

spectively. Differential fingerprinting improved ZigLoc
localization accuracy by (7.41 � 5.50)/7.41 ⇥ 100 '
26%. The probability of small localization errors in
differential ZigLoc was higher than that in ZigLoc. With
neither additional equipment nor high additional com-
putation, differential fingerprinting successfully reduced
localization errors.

2) Localization accuracy of differential ZigLoc was lower
than that of WiFi localization. Differential ZigLoc exhib-
ited lower localization performance because the differ-
ential ZigLoc highly suffered from frequency selective
fading caused by a narrow bandwidth compared to that
of WiFi.

3) Cumulative probability of localization errors in differ-
ential ZigLoc significantly increased at 0.8, 1.9, and 5.5
meters, which indicates that localization errors were con-
centrated at these values. This was mainly caused by the
small number of localization samples, i.e., 15 samples
at each seven target locations. At a specific location,
localization errors tend to be concentrated at a single
value. Figure 11 shows an example of the distribution
of localization errors at location (x, y) = (3.5, 4.0).
At (3.5, 4.0), localization errors were concentrated at
around 1.9 meters. The remaining localization error
might be caused by a location-specific factor such as
frequency selective fading as described above.

The above results confirm that the differential fingerprinting
improved ZigLoc localization accuracy. Tackling the effect
of frequency selective fading might be required to further
improve localization accuracy in ZigLoc.

D. Localization Results
Figure 12 shows the localization results of ZigLoc and

differential ZigLoc. Stars in the figure are true target locations.
Circles are localization results and the color represents the
corresponding true location. Figure 12 indicates the following:

1) All the localization results of ZigLoc were concentrated
in the left half side of a localization target area. This
was mainly caused by constant RSS offset between
WiFi and ZigBee modules. Distance between a WiFi AP
and sensor node is estimated more longer as the sensor
node is distant from the AP because the RSS offset is

B
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(a)

B

A
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Fig. 12. Localization results of ZigLoc (a) without and (b) with differential
fingerprinting. Stars are true target locations. Circles indicate localization
results and the color represents the corresponding true location.

independent on the distance between a sensor node and
WiFi AP. The localization results concentrated in the left
side because the farthest AP was installed at the right
bottom in the environment as shown in Fig. 9.

2) Localization results of differential ZigLoc moved to the
right side compared to ZigLoc. Differential fingerprint-
ing successfully reduced the influence of the RSS offset
and distance between a WiFi AP and sensor node was
more accurately estimated.

3) Localization results at A = (6.0, 3.5) and B = (6.0, 3.0)
were significantly different, although A and B were
separated by only 0.5 meters. At location A, location of
a sensor node was almost accurately estimated because
differential ZigLoc successfully reduced the influence of
RSS offset. At location B, however, localization results
in differential ZigLoc were very similar to those in
ZigLoc. This implies that there should be other issues
that greatly affected the localization accuracy.



The above results implies that there are other issues that de-
grade localization performance in ZigLoc. Differential ZigLoc
currently exhibited insufficient localization accuracy for prac-
tical use. We believe that there is a room for accuracy
improvement.

V. RELATED WORKS

To the best of our knowledge, fingerprinting localization
relying on different radio technologies is novel in the field of
localization. In this section, we look through related works
on fingerprinting localization in terms of deployment cost
reduction, accuracy improvement, and ZigBee fingerprinting.

Crowdsourcing combined with fingerprinting localization
greatly reduces deployment costs. In a learning phase, crowd-
sourcing conducts a site-survey, i.e., fingerprint collection, by
user cooperation [8–11]. For example, WILL [10] combines
measured RSS with user location estimated from acceleration
derived on a user device to construct a fingerprint database
without bothering users. User collaborative Redpin [25] shares
fingerprint information between users to reduce the site-
survey costs. In our ZigLoc system, crowdsourcing is a useful
approach to collect WiFi fingerprints.

There is much literature working on localization accuracy
improvement [12–18]. As shown in Section IV-D, issues other
than RSS offset degrade ZigLoc localization accuracy. We
believe that these previous works on accuracy improvement are
therefore useful for more accuracy improvement in ZigLoc.

There is another fingerprinting method named ZiFind that
utilizes WiFi AP signals for sensor localization [26]. ZiFind,
however, requires WiFi devices called ZiFind mappers to
collect fingerprints installed at a known location.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a differential fingerprinting method
to improve localization accuracy in a sensor localization
system ZigLoc. The differential fingerprinting focuses on
RSS difference between APs in fingerprinting localization to
minimize the influence of RSS offset caused by bandwidth
difference between ZigBee and WiFi. We implemented a
localization system utilizing the differential fingerprinting.
Experimental evaluations showed that the ZigLoc localization
accuracy was improved by approximately 26 % by applying a
differential fingerprinting method.
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